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Abstract�
Flight tests of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Turbulence Prediction And Warning System 
(TPAWS) were conducted in the Fall of 2000 and Spring of 2002.  TPAWS is a radar-based airborne turbulence 
detection system.  During twelve flights, NASA’s B-757 tallied 53 encounters with convectively induced turbulence.  
Analysis of data collected during 49 encounters in the Spring of 2002 showed that the TPAWS Airborne Turbulence 
Detection System (ATDS) successfully detected 80% of the events at least 30 seconds prior to the encounter, 
achieving FAA recommended performance criteria.  Details of the flights, the prevailing weather conditions, and 
each of the turbulence events are presented in this report.  Sensor and environmental characterizations are also 
provided. 
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1.��Introduction�
Aircraft encounters with turbulence are the leading cause of in-flight injuries (Tvaryanas 2003) and have 
occasionally resulted in passenger and crew fatalities.  Most of these injuries are caused by sudden and unexpected 
encounters with severe turbulence in and around convective activity (Kaplan et al. 2005).  According to the NTSB 
(2011), in-flight turbulence encounters accounted for over one-third of all civil aviation accident events.  Although 
damage to aircraft from these encounters is usually minimal, injuries and even fatalities can cost the airline industry 
millions of dollars per year (Kauffmann 2002).  These costs are incurred from 1) crew and passenger injuries 
(including liability claims, worker’s compensation, etc.), 2) aircraft inspections & maintenance, 3) delays, diversions 
& flight cancellation, as well as 4) intangibles like airline reputation and reliability, which are difficult to measure. 

Convection Induced Turbulence (CIT) is turbulence generated in the presence of convective clouds.  Although 
aircraft encounters with turbulence may occur in clear air, Kaplan et al. (2005) have found that approximately 82% 
of all turbulence accidents were in the vicinity of convection.  Often these encounters occur within areas of low-
level radar reflectivity, regions that may not be routinely avoided by flying aircraft.  In some cases of CIT, the 
aircraft’s conventional radar may not return any radar reflectivity signature. 

Although aircraft attempt to avoid flying directly into thunderstorms, unanticipated encounters with CIT can occur.  
These encounters may happen as aircraft: 1) try to skirt around the high reflectivity regions associated with 
thunderstorms in order to minimize the deviation from their planned route, 2) encounter unexpected convection that 
appears to be invisible or benign on the aircraft’s radar display, 3) encounter storm tops that rapidly rise into the 
aircraft’s flight path, and 4) are inadvertently vectored into convection by Air Traffic Control (ATC).  An extensive 
review of the literature describing the mechanisms for CIT can be found in Pantley (1989).  In his thesis, Pantley 
classifies the types of CIT considered hazardous to aircraft as: 1) updrafts and downdrafts associated with deep 
cumulus convection, 2) rapidly growing thunderstorms that may go undetected by airborne weather radar, 3) Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability induced by thunderstorm outflows along the tropopause, 4) turbulent vortices that form due to 
the breaking of convectively triggered atmospheric waves above and downwind of thunderstorms, and 5) turbulent 
wakes caused by barrier type effects around and in the lee of thunderstorms. 

The use of ground-based radar for identifying CIT has been evaluated in previous studies (Press and Binckley 1948; 
Thompson and Lipscomb 1960; Doviak and Lee 1985).  Doviak and Lee found agreement between the spectrum 
width from ground-based radar and aircraft in situ measurements of turbulence velocity, when the aircraft were 
within 1 km of the radar resolution volume.  They also found that the spectrum width exceeded 5 m/s within regions 
of moderate or severe turbulence.  However, the spectrum width calculations may not be accurate if the radar 
reflectivity is weak or if the event is at a range greater than 60 km from the radar (Brewster 1984).  Detection is 
further hindered since small areas of turbulence may be transitory and only detectable at short ranges. 

Current airborne radars with Predictive Wind Shear (PWS) capability offer new opportunities.  An obvious benefit 
of the PWS radar is that being a part of the aircraft system, it can readily sense the atmosphere just ahead of the 
aircraft.  Therefore, unlike the ground-based radar studied by Doviak and Lee (1985), immediate detection of 
turbulence can be made ahead of the aircraft.  If turbulence detection is made from ground radar, the product is 
susceptible to shortcomings discussed by Brewster (1984).  In addition, the product delivery will be delayed since it 
has to be uplinked to the aircraft. 

Turbulence sensing with airborne PWS radar can utilize methods for extracting the first and second Doppler 
moments that provide detection and warning capabilities with high confidence (Cornman et al. 2000).  Furthermore, 
Bowles and Buck (2009) have provided a technical basis for relating aircraft normal loads to this new PWS radar 
capability.  They have developed hazard metrics and aircraft dependent reference tables that enable the calculation 
and estimation of aircraft loads consistent with the definitions of moderate and severe levels of encountered 
turbulence.  Given these technical advancements, a large part of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Part 
121 fleet now has existing capability with onboard equipment to make confident turbulence detection and load 
predictions; thus providing warning either for preparation of an inadvertent encounter or for tactically avoiding the 
hazard.

Between 2001-2005, The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), under its Aviation Safety and 
Security Program and the Turbulence Prediction And Warning System (TPAWS) project element, began addressing 
turbulence hazards through research, flight experiments, and data analysis (Hamilton and Proctor 2002a, 2002b, 
2003; Proctor et al. 2002a, 2002b).  The primary focus of this program element was the characterization of 
turbulence and its environment, as well as the development and testing of hazard-estimation algorithms for both 
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radar and in situ detection.  The ultimate goal was to develop an ATDS performance metering methodology for 
potential FAA certification of future turbulence alerting systems.  In order to provide this support, NASA tested the 
turbulence detection algorithms in flight.  NASA also developed a set of tools and metrics required for the 
certification process (e.g., Hamilton and Proctor 2006a, 2006b).  These tools include atmospheric data sets 
representing turbulence environments, aircraft dynamic load models, radar simulation systems, scoring algorithms, 
and cockpit display concepts.  Atmospheric data sets continue to be generated for development and testing of 
airborne radar systems (Ahmad and Proctor 2011). 

The ATDS enables detection of hazardous turbulence with standard airborne PWS Doppler radar and it provides 
flight crews timely and accurate load estimates prior to an encounter.  The ATDS development was part of a 
mandated effort to reduce injuries associated with weather-related aviation accidents.  The ATDS discussed in this 
report is designed to improve upon turbulence detection technology currently in use on commercial airliners, by 
alerting crews to potential encounters with CIT.  The FAA has set performance goals for the proposed ATDS at 80% 
probability of detection and a false alarm rate of less than 10%.  These goals apply to the alerting of airline crews of 
significant turbulence encounters when the radar reflectivity is greater than 15 dBz with a lead-time of 30-120 
seconds.  To meet these goals, candidate turbulence detection algorithms were tested on NASA Langley Research 
Center’s B-757 research aircraft (Figure 1), referred hereafter as the Airborne Research Integrated Experiments 
System (ARIES) (Wusk 2002). The algorithms were installed on a standard airborne weather radar system and 
flown in environments conducive to CIT.  The ATDS was designed to work in regions of CIT when sufficient levels 
of radar reflectivity were present to allow for detection.  The ATDS utilized spectral moments obtained from the 
aircraft’s PWS radar and converted them to aircraft-dependent load estimates.  The first campaign tested an initial 
version of the ATDS and included two flights in the fall of 2000.  An upgraded version of the ATDS was used 
during the second campaign, which consisted of 10 flights in the spring of 2002.  During these twelve flights, 
ARIES tallied 53 encounters with CIT.  Analysis of the events during the second campaign showed that the ATDS 
successfully detected 80% of the 49 total events at least 30 seconds prior to the encounter.  This demonstrated that 
the ATDS met the FAA recommended performance criteria. 

The intensity of the atmospheric turbulence can be characterized by many parameters (e.g., turbulence kinetic 
energy, turbulence eddy dissipation rate, velocity variance, turbulence integral length scale, etc).  However, 1) it is 
difficult to characterize atmospheric turbulence with the use of just one parameter and more importantly, 2) these 
parameters cannot be easily related to the influence that turbulence has on aircraft response (Proctor and Hamilton 
2005).  Quantification of the turbulence hazard must be related to the aircraft response, and should have properties 
that can be estimated by onboard detection sensors.  The root mean square (RMS) of the normal load acceleration 
(��n) is a metric that represents the influence that atmospheric turbulence has on aircraft motions.  Specifically, it is 
defined as: 
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In the above equation, the in situ calculation of ��n is simple because it can be calculated directly from 
measurements provided by the aircraft accelerometers.  Although this metric does not directly quantify the fluid 
characteristics of the atmospheric turbulence, it does define the airplane response to atmospheric turbulence.  This 
metric is preferred because: 1) it is airplane centric, 2) it’s easy to calculate, 3) it statistically quantifies the sharp 
bumps and accelerations that passengers feel when flying in an aircraft and 4) it’s understood by the airplane 
operators (see appendix). 

For a given turbulence event, the RMS of the normal load acceleration (��n) is strongly correlated with the peak 
normal load (|�n|).  This correlation is shown in Figure 2. Since the relationship of the peak normal load acceleration 
(|�n|) with the root mean square of the normal load accelerations is known; the hazard levels can be assigned.  The 
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turbulence metric thresholds are subjective, but for warning pilots and dispatchers they can be categorized as follows 
Bowles and Buck (2009): 
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Note that all of the NTSB accident reconstructions shown in Figure 2 have values for ��n greater than 0.3g and for 
peak normal load (|�n|) greater than 1g.  Turbulence encounter intensities with ��n > 0.30 g are designated as 
“Severe” or “Extreme” and may cause passengers and heavy objects in the cabin to become weightless, an obviously 
dangerous situation. 

   
Figure 1.  NASA Langley Research Center’s B-757 ARIES. 

Figure 2.  Relationship between the peak normal load (	n) and the root mean square of normal load 
acceleration (�	n) assuming a 5 second window.  The dataset is constructed from measurements for 606 
turbulence encounters.  From Bowles and Buck (2009). 
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2.��TPAWS�Flight�Experiment�Summaries�
Two flight campaigns were conducted by NASA to evaluate the ATDS and to determine if it could meet the FAA 
required performance criteria.  The initial flight campaign was conducted during November and December of 2000, 
and the second set of flight experiments were performed during April and May of 2002.  The ARIES aircraft, a B-
757, was equipped with in situ sensors for wind, temperature and acceleration measurements (Robinson et al. 2000), 
and an airborne Doppler radar for forward-looking turbulence detection.  The radar installed in ARIES was a Collins 
WXR-700 X-band radar system which is further discussed in Section 4.3. 

The test procedure for the campaign was to identify regions likely to have CIT, then fly into those regions and make 
direct penetrations into areas of turbulence.  During the flights, both radar and in situ data were collected for events 
ranging from light to severe turbulence.  As a safety precaution, direct penetrations into regions with high radar 
reflectivity (RRF > 40 dBz) were purposefully avoided at all times during the flights.  Commercial carriers also 
routinely avoid these regions, as well.  Flight days for the NASA test were chosen based on the likelihood of CIT 
within flight range from the NASA Langley Research Center (Hampton, Virginia).  The B-757 flight range included 
most of the southeastern United States.  General locations favorable for CIT were chosen based on real-time weather 
predictions from various numerical weather prediction models.  These models included the Forecast Systems Lab’s 
(FSL) Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) and Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System (MAPS) models (Benjamin 
2000); and the National Center for Environmental Prediction’s ETA model (Rogers et al. 1996; Nutter and 
Manobianco 1999).  The Mesoscale Atmospheric Simulation System (MASS) developed by Kaplan et al. (2000) 
was also used to provide weather forecasts to support the flight experiments.  The MASS model was run on a NASA 
workstation and it provided key indices for real-time turbulence prediction (Kaplan et al. 2006).  The type of 
convection encountered during the flight deployments ranged from isolated to frontal convection, and was 
associated with squall lines, tropical systems, sea breeze fronts, mesoscale convective complexes, as well as 
“airmass” thunderstorms. 

A detailed description (weather conditions, flight paths, in situ sensor data, satellite data, and airborne radar data) of 
the twelve days in which flights encountered hazardous turbulence are presented in this section.  A summary of the 
key in situ parameters from 53 significant turbulence events is given in Table 1. Geostationary Operational 
Environmental Satellite (GOES-12) imagery was acquired from the Global Hydrology and Climate Center at NASA 
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama and the ground-based NEXRAD radar data (WSR-88D) were 
acquired from the National Climate Data Center (NCDC) in Asheville, North Carolina.  The airborne radar data 
presented include flight level radar reflectivity and hazard predictions.  In most events, the “hazard” predictions 
were derived from a three bar radar scan strategy (0°, -2°, and –4° tilts in a short pulse configuration) as described in 
Cornman et al. (2002).  On occasion, this strategy was modified either by changing the tilt angles and/or changing 
the pulse length for research purposes.  These modifications are delineated in each case; however, events with 
modified scan strategies were not included in the scoring analysis presented in Section 3.  The wind recovery 
methods and load estimations from the in situ recorder are based on Robinson et al. (2000).  The in situ turbulence 
measurements were quantified in terms of the peak normal load acceleration (�n) and the RMS of the normal load 
acceleration, ��n (Robinson et al. 2000).  An event was classified as significant turbulence if ��n � 0.2 g.

In general, the majority of the events were characterized by large horizontal gradients of vertical velocity associated 
with either rising cumulus plumes or sinking air within precipitation shafts.  On a couple of occasions, moderate 
turbulence was experienced on the periphery of the convection.  Durations of the encounters were usually brief; 
lasting several seconds to a minute, and coinciding with the time the aircraft was operating in the cloud.  The values 
of radar reflectivity factor as derived from the ATDS radar were usually low, with peak values for each event 
ranging from 0 to 40 dBz (Table 1).  When available, composite plots are presented that include colored intensity 
scans of the airborne radar reflectivity, radar predicted loads with overlays of the aircraft tracks with the in situ
loads, and vectors representing the environmental winds experienced along the flight path. 
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Table 1:  Summary of Significant Turbulence Events 

Event Altitude
(kft)

Weight
(klbs)

TAS
(m/s)

Peak In Situ Turbulence (g’s)
��n           �nmax         �nmin

Peak Vertical Wind (ms-1)
Max                   Min 

Reflectivity 
(dBz)

190-04 24 184.5 215 0.28 0.58 -0.8 12.15 -6.50 16 
190-06 24 183.2 217 0.35 0.71 -1.24 11.18 -6.23 16 
191-03 33 179.8 234 0.34 1.00 -0.90 9.32 -15.04 20 
191-06 33 177.8 236 0.44 0.87 -1.4 18.41 -14.91 28 
227-10* 23 171.3 210 0.22 0.37 -0.53 6.74 -2.57 18 
228-04 27 182.3 225 0.41 0.63 -0.8 23.42 -4.41 10 
228-06 25 181.1 215 0.26 0.66 -0.53 8.79 -10.28 30 
228-09 25 179.6 216 0.21 0.47 -0.61 8.45 -4.69 19 
228-10 25 178.6 215 0.33 0.56 -0.78 15.69 -5.28 32 
228-11 25 177.7 215 0.32 0.65 -0.71 18.70 -2.20 30 
228-12 25 176.7 214 0.4 0.7 -1.20 23.25 -4.59 30 
229-05 25 179.4 219 0.23 0.51 -0.5 11.25 -7.15 32 
230-02 16 192.0 192 0.25 0.4 -0.65 10.62 -6.42 10 
230-04 15 188.8 186 0.29 0.63 -0.52 7.60 -10.98 8
230-06 15 187.8 185 0.35 0.92 -0.65 10.80 -12.97 0 
230-08 15 187.6 187 0.24 0.63 -0.61 6.84 -12.98 8
230-10 17 186.8 193 0.27 0.95 -0.64 7.49 -9.44 32 
230-12 17 186.4 193 0.30 0.73 -0.67 8.52 -11.72 21 
230-15 24 183.4 213 0.34 0.86 -0.74 11.02 -7.09 20 
230-19 24 181.5 213 0.37 1.02 -1.07 11.17 -12.03 28 
230-20 24 180.9 214 0.33 0.71 -1.01 20.71 -4.62 32 
230-21 24 180.4 212 0.35 0.65 -0.92 16.25 -6.07 22 
230-23 24 179.3 211 0.42 0.79 -0.96 20.37 -14.94 40 
230-24 24 178.8 212 0.24 0.47 -0.69 13.64 -4.73 16 
231-04 27 186.5 225 0.24 0.61 -0.43 5.84 -5.75 24 
231-08 27 184.9 224 0.24 0.58 -0.59 17.10 -3.51 32 
231-10 27 184.1 224 0.25 0.61 -0.84 15.21 -3.39 22 
231-12 31 180.7 237 0.24 0.58 -0.50 9.40 -5.84 16 
232-03 31 182.9 238 0.3 0.69 -0.87 16.27 -8.14 20 
232-04 31 182.1 238 0.31 0.91 -0.63 8.53 -8.71 6
232-05 31 to 35 181.2 227 0.26 0.67 -0.58 7.77 -8.31 4 
232-06 35 179.5 236 0.27 0.62 -0.69 5.99 -12.72 2
232-08 35 178.6 235 0.27 0.82 -0.53 7.86 -8.83 8 
232-10 35 177.3 235 0.45 1.24 -1.17 14.63 -21.42 22 
233-01 28 188.3 227 0.32 1.29 -0.61 15.88 -7.60 22 
233-04 17 176.9 194 0.23 0.48 -0.56 5.11 -5.67 4
233-05 17 176.5 194 0.23 0.56 -0.53 6.00 -3.13 10 
233-06 17 175.9 195 0.25 0.57 -0.65 4.79 -7.73 18 
233-07 17 174.9 193 0.39 0.89 -0.65 11.73 -7.10 22 
233-09 17 172.7 194 0.24 0.58 -0.55 10.43 -5.92 16 
234-05 25 180.0 219 0.20 0.76 -0.34 5.80 -3.16 13 
234-06 25 179.0 218 0.43 1.27 -1.12 14.43 -9.36 22 
234-09 25 175.4 219 0.29 0.65 -0.65 9.34 -7.17 16 
234-11 25 174.1 220 0.34 0.97 -0.89 12.38 -8.86 24 
234-12 25 173.5 218 0.34 0.86 -0.90 12.54 -7.71 22 
235-02 26 179.6 224 0.23 0.43 -0.50 8.45 -4.33 22 
235-03 24 178.7 216 0.36 0.81 -0.85 17.76 -7.39 32 
235-05* 22 to 19 170.9 204 0.22 0.45 -0.39 11.07 -4.88 2
235-07* 19 169.4 201 0.22 0.46 -0.62 8.27 -3.04 24 
235-08* 19 168.4 201 0.37 0.84 -1.14 14.18 -6.08 8
235-09* 19 167.7 200 0.23 0.51 -0.41 2.77 -10.99 8 
240-03 29 181.7 235 0.39 0.96 -1.06 14.98 -2.35 4
240-09 25 179.4 218 0.49 1.30 -1.07 22.13 -2.09 32 

* Events where the radar was in long pulse mode, and which are not included in radar scoring. 
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2.1:��Flight�190,�December�13,�2000�
Between 1830 UTC and 1900 UTC on December 13, 2000, the ARIES investigated a thunderstorm complex near 
the Louisiana/Mississippi Gulf Coast (Figure 3 and Figure 4).  During this time, the complex was rapidly organizing 
into a squall line that was oriented southwest to northeast.  Eventually, the squall line prompted numerous severe 
weather warnings.  A broad area of precipitation with embedded convective cells covered much of Louisiana.  Early 
in the morning, pilot reports (PIREPS) of moderate turbulence were submitted over Louisiana in the vicinity of the 
rapidly building thunderstorms.  Visual meteorological conditions prevailed at flight level in the region surrounding 
the complex (Figure 5). 

In Figure 3, the flight path of Flight 190 is shown along with the NEXRAD radar composite from the Fort Polk, 
Louisiana station (KPOE).  Several events with significant turbulence (��n � 0.2 g), were encountered during this 
flight and are marked in Figure 3.  The peak turbulence levels associated with this flight are shown in Table 1.  The 
turbulence encounters were associated with the penetration of convective turrets emanating from the stratiform 
cloud region that was present at lower elevations.  These isolated turrets were located northwest of the large 
thunderstorm complex.  Closer to the thunderstorm, the turrets became more numerous and had higher cloud tops 
due to greater local instability.  Similarly, higher turbulence intensities were encountered in the turrets located closer 
to the main thunderstorm complex (Event 190-06).  The precipitation encountered by ARIES was in the form of 
light snow and ice crystals as determined from external camcorders. This precipitation was detected from NEXRAD 
to have low-levels of radar reflectivity along the flight path (see Table 1).  Large thunderstorms in the vicinity of this 
event had cloud tops up to 13.7 km (45 kft) MSL and generated extensive outflow anvils.  Associated cloud turrets 
were ascending to various altitudes, depending on the intensity of the convection.  The flight altitude during the data 
collection was between 7.3 km and 8.2 km (24 - 27 kft) MSL, which was well below the anvil outflow.  Cell motion 
was towards the northeast at approximately 35 m/s  (69 kts).  The prevailing winds in the near storm environment 
were around 40 m/s (80 kts) from 240° from true North.  ATDS data were not available for this case and were not 
included in the scoring of the airborne radar.  Radar data from the KPOE NEXRAD were used to evaluate the radar 
reflectivity levels along the flight path. 

Figure 3.  Path of Flight 190 and ground based composite radar reflectivity (dBz) from the Fort Polk, 
Louisiana NEXRAD radar at 18:57:48 UTC on 13 December 2000.  Intensity of the radar reflectivity factor 
and the aircraft RMS normal loads (��n) are denoted by the legends. 
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Figure 4.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 1845 UTC on 13 December 2000. 

Figure 5.  Photograph of a cumulonimbus that was penetrated over Louisiana.  Photograph taken from aft of 
the ARIES during Flight 190. 
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2.2:��Flight�191,�December�14,�2000�
Between 1825 and 1900 UTC on December 14, 2000, the ARIES investigated a line of convection over southern 
Georgia and the western Florida Panhandle.  This line was a remnant of the convective complex encountered on the 
previous day.  However, it had now weakened and manifested itself as a narrow but nearly continuous line of 
convection extending northeastward from the Gulf (Figure 6 and Figure 7).  The line of convection contained strong 
thunderstorms and was located about 100 km ahead of a surface cold front.  No PIREPS were issued in the vicinity 
of this system.  Visual meteorological conditions (VMC) existed on approach to the line (Figure 8); however, 
instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) prevailed in the data collection region. 

The flight path relative to the KTLH NEXRAD radar composite associated with Flight 191 is shown in Figure 6.  
The aircraft flew within the thunderstorm cirrus outflow at an altitude of 10 km (33 kft).  Continuous turbulence was 
encountered while flying within the outflow region.  Two significant turbulence encounters were associated with the 
penetration of cumulus plumes that were rising through the outflow region.  Airborne radar indicated that moderate 
levels of radar reflectivity were associated with each of the two encounters.  The precipitation encountered at flight 
level was in the form of snow and ice crystals.  Storm tops were mostly around 10.6 km (35 kft) with occasional 
overshooting tops nearing 12 km (40 kft).  Although the line was moving eastward with the cold front, cell motion 
was 17 m/s (25 kts) toward the east-northeast (from 240°), i.e., along the convective line.  Prevailing winds in the 
near storm environment were around 36 m/s (70 kts) from 260° from true North.  ATDS data was not available for 
this case and was therefore not included in the scoring of the airborne radar.  However, data from the KTLH 
NEXRAD were used to evaluate the radar reflectivity levels along the flight path. 

Figure 6.  Path for Flight 191.  Ground based composite radar reflectivity (dBz) from the Tallahassee, Florida 
NEXRAD radar at 18:44:21 UTC on 14 December 2000.  The intensity of the radar reflectivity factor and the 
aircraft RMS normal loads are the same as denoted in the legend of Figure 3. 
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Figure 7.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 1845 UTC on 14 December 2000. 

Figure 8.  Photograph of the convective line as viewed from the northwest.  Photograph taken from the 
cockpit of ARIES during Flight 191. 
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2.3:��Flight�227,�April�2,�2002�
Between 2010 and 2110 UTC on April 2, 2002 the ARIES investigated a mesoscale convective complex (MCC) 
located over central Indiana (Figure 9 and Figure 10).  The MCC presented a line of deep convection along its 
southern leading edge, which was oriented southwest to northeast.  A broad area of stratiform precipitation with 
embedded convective cells was located north of the leading convective line.  ARIES worked several of these 
embedded convective cells in the stratiform precipitation region of the MCC, and avoided the stronger convection 
along the southern leading edge.  Light to moderate turbulence encounters were reported from PIREPS in the 
vicinity of this system (Figure 11).  Instrument meteorological conditions prevailed in the data collection region with 
intermittent periods of marginal visibility. 

ARIES encountered significant turbulence associated with the penetration of a convective cell embedded within the 
stratiform precipitation region.  Unfortunately, ATDS data was not available for this case, and therefore, was not 
included in the scoring of the radar.  However, weak airborne radar reflectivity was associated with this cell as 
deduced by NEXRAD radar.  The precipitation encountered at flight level was in the form of snow and ice crystals.  
Storm tops were mostly around 9 km (30 kft) with occasional higher tops of about 10.6 km (35 kft).  The flight 
altitude during the data collection was below the storm tops.  The flight altitude was initially 8 km (27 kft) and later 
changed to 7 km (23 kft) due to the weak levels of turbulence intensity at the higher altitude.  In general, 
nonhazardous turbulence characterized the overall stratiform region. Cell motion was towards the east-northeast at 
34 m/s (66 kts).  The prevailing winds in the near storm environment were around 36 m/s (70 kts) from 260° from 
true North. 

Figure 9.  Path for Flight 227.  Ground based composite radar reflectivity (dBz) from the KIND (Indianapolis, 
Indiana) NEXRAD radar at 21:00:32 UTC on 2 April 2002.  The intensity of the radar reflectivity factor and 
the aircraft RMS normal loads are the same as denoted in the legend of Figure 3. 
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Figure 10.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 2031 UTC on 02 April 2002. 

Figure 11.  RMS normal loads encountered along the path for Flight 227 with turbulence PIREPS for 02 
April 2002. 
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2.4:��Flight�228,�April�3,�2002�
Between 1830 and 1920 UTC on April 3, 2002, the ARIES investigated an isolated convective cell located on the 
South Carolina coast near Georgetown, South Carolina (Figure 12 and Figure 13).  This cell was triggered by a sea 
breeze and remained nearly stationary throughout the data collection period.  No pilot reports of turbulence were 
issued in the vicinity (Figure 14) and visual meteorological conditions prevailed in the data collection region. 

Six significant turbulence encounters were associated with ARIES penetrations of the upwind periphery of the 
convective cell.  Strong radar reflectivity was detected with the airborne radar along the upwind edges of the cell 
(Figure 15 - Figure 26).  Estimates of storm top altitude are not provided due to the unavailability of ground based 
NEXRAD image.  However, the aircraft penetrated just below the storm top at a flight altitude of 7.6 km (25 kft).  
Prevailing winds at the altitude were around 23 m/s (45 kts) from 240° relative to true North. 

Figure 12.  Path for Flight 228.  Ground based composite radar reflectivity (dBz) from the Wilmington, North 
Carolina (KLTX) NEXRAD radar at 19:19:06 on 03 April 2002.  See Figure 3 for legend to intensity of the 
aircraft RMS normal loads. 
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Figure 13.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 19:25:00 UTC on 03 April 2002.  The cell investigated by 
ARIES is located in the center of the figure.  

Figure 14.  RMS normal loads encountered along the path for Flight 228 with turbulence PIREPS for 03 
April 2002. 
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Figure 15.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-04.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 16.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-04.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 17.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-06.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 18.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-06.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 19.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-09.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 20.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-09.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 21.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-10.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 22.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-10.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 23.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-11.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 24.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-11.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 25.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-12.  In this event, all three scans were executed at a tilt of –2°.  
Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 26.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 228-12.  In this event, all three scans were executed at a tilt of –2o.
Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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2.5:��Flight�229,�April�12,�2002�
Between 1800 and 1915 UTC on April 12, 2002, ARIES encountered convection associated with a tropical 
disturbance along the western Florida panhandle (Figure 27 and Figure 28).  This disturbance was associated with a 
nearly stationary tropical low located in the Gulf of Mexico, south of the western Florida panhandle.  Tropical rain 
bands associated with this system were propagating northward, moving inland over the Gulf Coast.  Heavy rain was 
occurring at the surface in association with the rain bands.  The environment was characterized by slightly unstable 
convective indices with a nearly saturated column up to the tropopause.  Pilot reports of moderate turbulence were 
reported in the vicinity of the disturbance (Figure 29, Figure 30 and Figure 31).  Extensive upper-level outflow was 
associated with this convection and led to instrument meteorological conditions through a portion of the Deep South. 

Continuous light turbulence was experienced by ARIES while flying in the vicinity of the tropical system.  
However, only one significant turbulence encounter occurred. This was associated with the penetration of an 
embedded convective cell at 7.6 km (25 kft).  Low levels of radar reflectivity were detected with ATDS in 
association with the convective cell that was responsible for the single encounter.  Although the embedded cell’s 
storm top was 9.1 km (30 kft) most precipitation and resulting weak radar reflectivity appeared to be confined to 
below 6 km (20 kft).  The strongest radar reflectivity was limited to below 3 km (10 kft), due to large drops and weak 
updrafts.  Cell motion was towards the north-northwest at around 5 m/s (10 kts).  The prevailing wind at flight level 
was 8 m/s (15 kts) from 155° relative to true North. 

Figure 27.  Path for Flight 229.  Blended plot of ground based composite NEXRAD radar reflectivity (dBz)
from the Mobile, Alabama 18:57 UTC and Tallahassee, Florida 18:56 UTC on 12 April 2002.  See Figure 3 
for legend to intensity of the aircraft RMS normal loads. 
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Figure 28.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 19:01:00 UTC on 12 April 2002. 

Figure 29.  RMS normal loads encountered along the path for Flight 229 with turbulence PIREPS for 12 
April 2002.  
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Figure 30.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 229-05.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 31.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 229-05.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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2.6:��Flight�230,�April�15,�2002�
Between 1900 and 2030 UTC on April 15, 2002, ARIES investigated a line of isolated convective cells along the 
North and South Carolina coastline (Figure 32 and Figure 33).  The convective cells were triggered by a westward 
propagating sea breeze front.  No pilot reports of significant turbulence had been issued in the vicinity of convection 
(Figure 34).  Visual meteorological conditions prevailed during the entire flight. 

Twelve significant turbulence encounters (��n � 0.2 g) were associated with the penetration of the isolated 
convective cells (Figure 35 - Figure 60).  On one occasion (event 230-06), the ARIES experienced significant 
turbulence in the clear-air on the downwind edge of one of the cells (see Figure 38).  Accelerometer data showed a 
fairly intense downdraft on this downwind edge (see Table 1) most likely associated with the compensation region 
outside of the intense convection.  This turbulence may have been associated with the steep horizontal gradients 
between the compensating downdraft and cloud updraft, which apparently extended outside of the cloud periphery. 

Weak to moderate reflectivity was associated with the edges and tops of the storms, which were the primary target 
regions.  Maximum storm tops were about 13.7 km (45 kft) and cell motion was nearly stationary since the 
convection was anchored to the slow moving sea breeze.  The turbulence encounters occurred at altitudes of 4.5, 5.2, 
and 7.0 km (15, 17, and 23 kft).  The precipitation encountered along the flight path, as determined from the ARIES 
external camcorders, was in the form of heavy rain, snow, and what appeared to be large aggregates.  The cells 
remained nearly stationary except for a slight drift towards the east-southeast.  The prevailing wind at flight level 
was 6 m/s (12 kts) from 330° from true North for events 04, 06, 08, 10, and 12 and about 11.8 m/s (23 kts) and 
between 335° and 350° from true North for events 15, 19, 21, and 23.  Event 230-02 is not shown since the radar 
“hazard” scans were taken at –6°, –8°, and –10° tilts. 

Figure 32.  Path for Flight 230.  Blended plot of ground based composite radar reflectivity (dBz) from the 
Wilmington, North Carolina 20:03:49 UTC and Morehead City, North Carolina 20:03:49 UTC NEXRAD 
radars on 15 April 2002.  See Figure 3 for legend to intensity of the aircraft RMS normal loads. 
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Figure 33.  GOES-12 visible satellite image from 20:31 UTC on 15 April 2002. 

Figure 34.  RMS normal loads encountered along the path for Flight 230 with turbulence PIREPS for 15 
April 2002. 
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Figure 35.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-04.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 36.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-04.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 37.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-06.  In this event, all three “hazard” scans were executed at a tilt 
of –2o.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 38.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-06.  In this event, all three scans were executed at a tilt of –2o.
Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 39.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-08.  In this event, all three “hazard” scans were executed at a tilt 
of –2o.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 40.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-08.  In this event, all three scans were executed at a tilt of –2o.
Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 41.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-10.  In this event, all three “hazard” scans were executed at a tilt 
of –2o.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 42.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-10.  In this event, all three scans were executed at a tilt of –2o.
Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 43.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-12.  In this event, all three “hazard” scans were executed at a tilt 
of –2o.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 44.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-12.  In this event, all three scans were executed at a tilt of –2o.
Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 45.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-15.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 46.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-15.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 47.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-19.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 48.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-19.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 49.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-20.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 50.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-20.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 51.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-21.  In this event, all three “hazard” scans were executed at a tilt 
of 0o.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 52.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-21.  In this event, all three scans were executed at a tilt of 0°.  
Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 53.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-23.  In this event, all three “hazard” scans were executed at a tilt 
of –2o.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 54.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-23.  In this event, all three scans were executed at a tilt of –2°.  
Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 55.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-23.  In this event, all three “hazard” scans were executed at a tilt 
of –2o.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 56.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-23.  In this event, all three scans were executed at a tilt of –2°.  
Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 57.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-23.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 58.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-23.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 59.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-24.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 60.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 230-24.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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2.7:��Flight�231,�April�24,�2002�
Between 1800 and 1900 UTC on 24 April 2002, ARIES investigated an MCC over Central Tennessee (Figure 61 
and Figure 62).  The MCC had two deep convective lines located southwest of a large region of stratiform 
precipitation.  The majority of the encounters were associated with the southernmost convective line.  One 
penetration was made in the northern line of convection prior to dissipation of the system and the subsequent end of 
data collection.  Pilot reports of moderate to severe turbulence had been issued in the vicinity of the MCC (Figure 
63).  Visibility depended upon flight altitude due to the presence of multiple convective outflow layers. 

Four significant turbulence encounters were associated with the penetration of cumulonimbus towers on their 
periphery and overshooting tops (Figure 64 - Figure 69).  Moderate airborne radar reflectivity was associated with 
the convective cells.  The storm tops were between 11 and 12 km (36 and 40 kft) and flight altitudes ranged between 
8.5 and 10 km (28 and 33 kft).  Cell motion was towards the east-southeast at 25 kts.  The prevailing winds in the 
altitude range were from the west-northwest (290° from true North) between 23 and 28 m/s (45 and 55 kts).  Very 
little of the onboard radar data from Event 231-12 was processed and delivered to NASA. 

Figure 61.  Path for Flight 231.  Ground based composite radar reflectivity (dBz) from the KOHX (Nashville, 
Tennessee) NEXRAD radar at 18:27:30 UTC on 24 April 2002.  See Figure 3 for legend to intensity of the 
aircraft RMS normal loads. 
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Figure 62.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 1845 UTC on 24 April 2002. 

Figure 63.  RMS normal loads encountered along the path for Flight 231 with turbulence PIREPS for 24 
April 2002. 
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Figure 64.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 231-04.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 65.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 231-04.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 66.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 231-08.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 67.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 231-08.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 68.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 231-10.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 69.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 231-10.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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2.8:��Flight�232,�April�30,�2002�
Between 1800 and 1915 UTC on April 30, 2002, ARIES investigated a convective complex located over northern 
Alabama (Figure 70 and Figure 71).  Pilot reports of moderate to severe turbulence were reported in the vicinity of 
the complex (Figure 72).  Extensive outflow from large cells located upstream of the convective complex led to 
instrument meteorological conditions throughout most of the data collection period.  However, marginal visibility 
was present south of the complex. 

Continuous light turbulence was experienced in transit to and in the vicinity of the complex.  Six significant 
turbulence encounters were associated with the penetration of rising convective plumes within the complex (Figure 
73 - Figure 86).  Very weak airborne radar reflectivity was associated with these plumes.  At times no radar 
reflectivity was shown on the aircraft’s weather radar display.  The precipitation encountered was in the form of ice 
crystals and light snow.  Elevations of storm tops generally were around 10.6 km (35 kft) with some overshooting 
tops reaching as high as 15 km (50 kft).  Flight altitudes were initially 9.5 km (31 kft) and later changed to 10.6 km
(35 kft).  Cell motion ranged from 13 and 23 m/s (25 to 45 kts) towards the east-southeast.  The prevailing winds in 
the vicinity of the encounters varied with altitude and horizontal position, and on average were about 56 m/s (110 
kts) from 280° from true North. 

Figure 70.  Path for Flight 232.  Ground based composite radar reflectivity (dBz) from the KHTX (Huntsville, 
Alabama) NEXRAD radar at 19:12:34 UTC on 30 April 2002.  The intensity of the aircraft RMS normal 
loads is the same as denoted in the legend of Figure 3. 

This flight captured the ‘show-case’ event, 232-10, that has been used to exemplify the operational environment in 
which accidents occur due to turbulence (Figure 83-Figure 86).  The characteristics of this event were: 

1. the flight environment was IMC, so ‘see and avoid’ was not an option; 
2. the convection at flight level had very low radar reflectivity and was not displayed on aircraft’s weather 

radar (< 20 dBz);
3. the encounter was sudden, of short duration, and severe intensity; 
4. no reports of severe turbulence were made prior to the time of the event; and 
5. severe turbulence was detected with ATDS about 2 minutes prior to the encounter. 
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Shortly afterwards, two commercial aircraft, an MD-80 and an A319, both issued PIREPS for severe turbulence 
within 10 km and 30 min of event 232-10.  The availability of an ATDS could have made the aircrews aware of the 
hazards from the rapidly rising storm tops of this convective system. 

Figure 71.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 1915 UTC on 30 April 2002. 

Figure 72.  RMS normal loads encountered along the path for Flight 232 with turbulence PIREPS for 30 
April 2002. 
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Figure 73.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-03.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 74.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-03.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 75.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-04.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 76.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-04.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 77.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-05.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 78.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-05.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 79.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-06.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 80.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-06.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 81.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-08.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 82.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-08.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 83.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-10.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 84.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-10.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 85.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-10.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 86.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 232-10.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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2.9:��Flight�233,�May�6,�2002�
Between 17:40 and 19:45 UTC on 06 May 2002, ARIES investigated two isolated convective cells in eastern 
Kentucky.  These cells were located on the southern periphery of a MCC that was moving rapidly eastward through 
northern Kentucky and southern Ohio (Figure 87 and Figure 88).  Pilot reports of moderate turbulence had been 
issued in the vicinity of the MCC (Figure 89).  Visual meteorological conditions prevailed south of the MCC. 

Five significant turbulence encounters were associated with the ARIES penetration of the two convective cells 
(Figure 90 - Figure 99).  Strong airborne radar reflectivity was associated with the central updrafts of these cells.  
However, the aircraft avoided these regions, penetrating only the tops and periphery of the cells where radar 
reflectivity was relatively low.  The precipitation encountered in the events was in the form of snow and ice crystals 
(determined from the ARIES camcorders).  Initially, storm top elevations were about 10.6 km (35 kft), but lowered 
to 7.6 km (25 kft) as the cells weakened.  Likewise, the initial flight altitude was 8.5 km (28 kft) but was reduced to 
5.2 km (17 kft).  Cell motion was to the east-northeast at 22 m/s (43 kts) and the prevailing winds were from 275° 
relative to true North, at 31 m/s (60 kts). 

Figure 87.  Path for Flight 233.  Ground based composite radar reflectivity (dBz) from the KJKL (Jackson, 
Kentucky) NEXRAD radar at 19:18:40 UTC on 6 May 2002.  See Figure 3 for legend to intensity of the 
aircraft RMS normal loads. 
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Figure 88.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 1910 UTC on 06 May 2002. 

Figure 89.  RMS normal loads encountered along the path for Flight 233 with turbulence PIREPS for 06 May 
2002. 
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Figure 90.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 233-01.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 91.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 233-01.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 92.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 233-04.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 93.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 233-04.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 94.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 233-06.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 95.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 233-06.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 96.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 233-07.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 97.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 233-07.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 98.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in situ
��n (color on flight path line) for Event 233-09.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 99.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 233-09.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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2.10:��Flight�234,�May�7,�2002�
Between 1800 and 1900 UTC on 07 May 2002, ARIES investigated a line of broken, convective cells near 
Knoxville, Tennessee (Figure 100 and Figure 101).  The cells were isolated and short-lived but continued to 
redevelop along the line during the data collection period.  Pilot reports of light turbulence had been issued in the 
vicinity of these cells (Figure 102).  Visual meteorological conditions prevailed, although thin cirrus cloud layers 
were present. 

Five significant turbulence encounters by ARIES were associated with cloud top penetration of these cells (Figure 
103 - Figure 112).  Weak to moderate airborne radar reflectivity was associated with the cells.  The precipitation 
encountered was in the form of snow and ice crystals.  The maximum storm tops were 9.1 km (30 kft) and the flight 
altitude was 7.6 km (25 kft).  The cell motion was towards the east-northeast at 18 m/s (35 kts).  The prevailing 
winds in the storm environment were from 23 m/s (45 kts) from 270° relative to true North. 

Figure 100.  Path for Flight 234.  Ground based composite radar reflectivity (dBz) from the KMRX 
(Knoxville, Tennessee) NEXRAD radar at 18:13:30 UTC on 7 May 2002.  See Figure 3 for legend to intensity 
of the aircraft RMS normal loads. 
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Figure 101.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 1815 UTC on 07 May 2002. 

Figure 102.  RMS normal loads encountered along the path for Flight 234 with turbulence PIREPS for 07 
May 2002. 
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Figure 103.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in 
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 234-05.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 104.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 234-05.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 105.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in 
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 234-06.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 106.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 234-06.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 107.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in 
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 234-09.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 108.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 234-09.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 109.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in 
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 234-11.  Airborne with –2° tilt only.  Ambient wind vectors are 
shown along path. 
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Figure 110.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 234-11.  Airborne with –2° tilt only.  Ambient wind vectors are 
shown along path. 
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Figure 111.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in 
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 234-12.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 112.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 234-12.  Airborne with –2° tilt only.  Ambient wind vectors are 
shown along path. 
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2.11:��Flight�235,�May�10,�2002�
Between 1800 and 1945 UTC on 10 May, 2002, ARIES investigated two widely separated regions that were 
favorable for convective turbulence (Figure 113 - Figure 115).  The first region was in east-central Alabama, where 
isolated convective cells were forming along a slow moving cold front.  During the initial penetration in this region, 
visual meteorological conditions prevailed.  However, due to strong convection throughout the region, convective 
outflow caused a decrease in visibility.  The second region was along the South Carolina coast where isolated 
convective cells were forming along a sea-breeze front.  Visual meteorological conditions prevailed during 
penetrations in this region.  No pilot reports of turbulence were issued in the vicinity of either of the two regions that 
were investigated (Figure 116). 

Six significant turbulence encounters were associated with the penetration of the isolated convective cells.  The 
convection encountered in Alabama is shown in a photograph captured from the aircraft (Figure 117).  A photograph 
of one of the video panels taken inside ARIES just prior to a turbulence encounter is shown in Figure 118.  Two 
events were recorded with the convection shown in the photograph (Figure 119-Figure 122).  The remaining events 
were associated with isolated convective cells forming on a sea-breeze front along the South Carolina coast (Figure 
123).  No figures are available for Events 235-05, 235-07, 235-08, and 235-09 because the radar “hazard” scans 
were taken in a configuration not compatible with the hazard algorithm’s required format.  During Event 235-05, 
moderate turbulence was encountered while flying above the ascending cloud top in clear air.  Weak to moderate 
airborne radar reflectivity was associated with the penetrated cells.  In Alabama, the storm top was 10.6 km (35 kft)
and the flight altitudes were 7.3 and 7.9 km (24 and 26 kft).  Precipitation encountered within this cell was in the 
form of snow and ice crystals.  In South Carolina, the storm tops were 6 km (20 kft) and flight altitudes were 5.8 and 
6.7 km (19 and 22 kft).  Precipitation encountered within these cells was a mix of snow and rain.  In both regions, 
prevailing winds at flight level were from 260° from true North.  Wind speeds were between 13 and 18 m/s (25 and 
35 kts) over South Carolina and 21 m/s (40 kts) over Alabama. 

Figure 113.  Path for Flight 235.  Blended plot of ground based composite radar reflectivity (dBz) from the 
18:22:08 UTC KFFC (Atlanta, Georgia) and 19:39:54 UTC KLTX (Wilmington, North Carolina) NEXRAD 
radars on 10 May 2002.  See Figure 3 for legend to intensity of the aircraft RMS normal loads. 
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Figure 114.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 1815 UTC on 10 May 2002. 

Figure 115.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 1915 UTC on 10 May 2002. 
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Figure 116.  RMS normal loads encountered along the path for Flight 235 with turbulence PIREPS for 10 
May 2002. 

Figure 117.  Photograph of the Alabama convection from a side window. 
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Figure 118.  Real-time displays inside ARIES while approaching a turbulence encounter during Flight 235.  
Video from tail camera displayed on left, and airborne Doppler radar products on right. 
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Figure 119. Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 235-02.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 120.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 235-02.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 121.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in 
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 235-03.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 122.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 235-03.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 123.  Photograph of the sea breeze convection along the South Carolina Coast.  Photograph taken 
from aft-starboard window during Flight 235. 

�
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2.12:��Flight�240,�May�17,�2002�
Between 1700 and 1800 UTC, on 17 May 2002, ARIES investigated an isolated convective cell over central 
Alabama (Figure 124 and Figure 125).  Convective indices favored strong updrafts, but otherwise conditions were 
typical for summertime southeastern convection.  No pilot reports of significant turbulence had been issued (Figure 
126) and visual meteorological conditions prevailed in the vicinity of this cell (Figure 127). 

Two significant turbulence encounters were associated with penetrations near the top and on the upwind side of the 
growing convective cell (Figure 128 - Figure 131).  Moderate radar reflectivity was detected in association with 
updrafts within the cell, due to the growth and transport of hydrometeors.  Weak airborne radar reflectivity was 
associated with the tops and flanks of the cell.  The elevation of the storm top was 12.2 km (40 kft) and cell motion 
was towards the northeast at 13 m/s (25 kts).  Most penetrations were made well below the storm top at an altitude of 
8.8 km (29 kft).  The final turbulence event occurred at an altitude of 7.6 km (25 kft).  Prevailing winds in the near 
storm environment were around 21 m/s (40 kts) from 220° relative to true North. 

Figure 124.  Path for Flight 240.  Ground based radar reflectivity (dBz) from the 0.5° radar image from 
KBMX Birmingham, Alabama NEXRAD at 1807 UTC on 17 May 2002.  See Figure 3 for legend to intensity 
of the aircraft RMS normal loads. 
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Figure 125.  GOES-12 visible satellite image at 17:31:00 UTC on 17 May 2002.  The convective cell 
investigated during flight is near the center of figure. 

Figure 126.  RMS normal loads encountered along the path for Flight 240 with turbulence PIREPS for 17 
May 2002.  
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Figure 127.  Photograph of a growing cumulus cloud as viewed from the cockpit window during Flight 240. 
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Figure 128.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in 
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 240-03.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 129.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 240-03.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 130.  Sequential scans at 12s intervals for airborne radar predicted ��n (color contour cones) and in 
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 240-09.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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Figure 131.  Sequential scans at 12s interval for airborne radar reflectivity factor (color contour cones) and in
situ ��n (color on flight path line) for Event 240-09.  Ambient wind vectors are shown along path. 
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3.��Radar�Scoring�
A subjective scoring of the 2002 NASA flight test data (Flights 227-240) has been performed utilizing the post-
processed airborne radar/track data presented in Section 2. The scoring is based on whether ATDS was able to 
predict the hazardous turbulence prior to its encounter and measurement with the in-situ system. False alarms 
(nuisances) and missed detections are also counted in the evaluation. Results from the scoring are shown in Table 2.  
A few cases were added in which the peak ��n did not exceed the alert criteria, in order to include cases that could 
become nuisance events.  Some of the elements considered when scoring an event have been detailed in Georgia 
Tech Research Institute Final Contractor Report (2004) and are: 

� The aircraft’s measured in-situ turbulence magnitude (RMS normal loads; ��n):  above 0.2 g were 
considered moderate or greater (MoG), while those above 0.3 g were considered severe. 

� The magnitude of the radar algorithm’s predicted ��n: values above 0.2 g defined “hazard warning” 
regions. 

� The extent, coherence, and persistence of the radar hazard warning regions: large or coherent regions were 
given higher weight, while regions that were not persistent over at least two consecutive scans were 
ignored. 

� Proximity of the hazard warning regions to the aircraft’s flight track where MoG turbulence was 
encountered:  no precise requirement was defined, but reasonable proximity of the two was required to 
score detection.  Somewhat more leeway may have been given to larger, more coherent hazard warning 
regions. 

� A hazard warning “lead time” of at least 30 seconds was required for the ATDS prediction. 
� The detection algorithm was only required to detect hazardous turbulence in regions having radar 

reflectivity values greater than 15 dBz.

The scoring exercise shows that the ATDS meets FAA recommended performance levels of greater than 80% 
probability of detection and about 10% probability of a nuisance.  False alarm (nuisance) cases, where the radar 
predicted a significant turbulence hazard but the aircraft did not encounter significant turbulence, were examined to 
understand why the system had a detection failure.  For these cases, there were two reasons for the false alarms: 1) 
the turbulence ‘patch’ detected by radar and predicted to cause a hazardous turbulence upset was advected out of the 
path of the aircraft and 2) predicted levels of turbulence were just above hazard criteria (e.g., 0.21 g), but in situ
detection was just below hazard criteria (e.g., 0.19 g).  Although the latter was counted as a miss, this classification 
may be questioned, since turbulence was detected and turbulence was encountered.  This example supports the need 
for a “may alert” or “caution” zone that does not penalize the system for missing an event when evidence supports 
the presence of turbulence that may be near the threshold of the hazard criteria. 
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Table 2.  Final contingency table, annotation key, and overall statistics for the human scoring of the NASA 
2002 flight test results.  The table shows that the ATDS radar predicted 34 of the 42 significant turbulence 

encounters, while predicting false alarms in 4 of the 13 nonsignificant events. 

R A D A R
Detected Not Detected

A Hit 230-23 - 2 u 228-04 - u 230-06 - 2 ?
I 230-19 - u 228-12 - u 230-10 - 2 m
R 230-21 - 0 u 228-10 - 230-08 - 2 m
C 230-15 - u 228-11 - 230-04 -
R 230-20 - u 228-06 - 230-24 - 2 m
A 231-10 - 228-09 - 233-05 - m
F 231-08 - 232-10 - 229-05 - m
T 233-07 - u 232-04 - 231-04 - u

233-01 - 232-03 -
233-06 - 232-08 -
233-04 - r 232-05 - o
234-06 - 235-03 - u
234-11 - 235-02 -
234-12 - 240-03 -
234-09 - 240-09 - u
234-05 - 232-06 -
230-12 - u 233-09 -

Total: 34 Total: 8
Not hit 234-02 229-02 234-10 -

240-04 - 229-03 234-13
240-05 229-04 231-06 - n
233-08 229-06 228-07 - n

241-01
Total: 4 Total: 9

Key Statistics
  r - registration poor  PODyes 80.95%
  u - underestimate = 34/(34+8)
  o - overestimate  NAR 10.53%
  m - marginal miss = 4/(34+4)
  0 - 0 tilt only  PODno 69.23%
  2 - -2 tilt only = 9/(4+9)
  ? - not enough data  % correct 78.18%
  n - non-validated detection (moved off) = (34+9)/(34+9+4+8)
  -  - consensus agreement
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4.��Turbulence�Characteristics�and�its�Implications�on�Aviation�
Operations�

4.1:��Radar�Reflectivity�
A general aviator’s rule of thumb in preventing turbulence accidents is to avoid large thunderstorms.  Operationally, 
this is not always achievable due to large regions of atmospheric convection, for which avoidance maneuvers are not 
practical because they greatly affect an airliner’s capability to meet schedules or result in excessive fuel 
consumption.  Although it is well known that flying into areas of high radar reflectivity (> 40 dBz) certainly poses a 
threat other than turbulence (e.g., hail and poor visibility), avoiding turbulence by avoiding radar echoes may not 
necessarily avert a hazardous encounter.  Figure 132 reveals a weak correlation between radar reflectivity and 
aircraft load accelerations.  Note that some of the more intense turbulence encounters were not in environments with 
high levels of radar reflectivity (e.g., Flight 232-10) and often nothing significant was indicated on the aircraft radar 
display (< 20 dBz).  It is our belief that many similar events are reported by pilots as clear air turbulence (CAT) 
rather than CIT. 

Figure 132.  Peak radar reflectivity along path for all significant encounters during 2002 flight campaign. 

4.2:��Isotropy�and�Radar�Performance�
A challenge for turbulence detection with Doppler radar is that the radar senses air motion along the radial 
coordinates of the radar scan cone; whereas the aircraft primarily responds (via normal loads) to the vertical air 
motion along the flight path.  Therefore, assumptions must be made in order to convert radar measurements into an 
aircraft hazard metric.  If atmospheric turbulence were truly isotropic at the scale of the radar pulse volume, then one 
would expect perfect correlation between the statistics of all three wind components.  However, in situ data collected 
by NASA’s B-757 in 2000 and 2002 indicates that CIT is often anisotropic.  One method of showing the anisotropic 
nature of CIT is comparing the in situ vertical (�w) and head wind (�u) component deviations that were measured 
during turbulence encounters.  Figure 133 compares the peak standard deviations of the vertical and head winds for 
each of the events recorded in the 2002 flight experiments.  Isotropy would reveal a one to one relationship between 
the �u and �w peaks.  However, the figure shows a bias towards higher values of �w in most of the events, which is 
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consistent with previous research (Steiner and Rhyne 1962).  This finding is not surprising since the turbulence 
source in thunderstorms derives from the strong updrafts associated with deep convection. 

Figure 133.  Corresponding peak values of �u and �w peaks for all 2002 turbulence events.  Computed from in
situ 20 Hz wind data assuming a 5 second window. 

In Figure 134, a probability distribution reveals the likelihood of the along-path distance (Lx) between the locations 
of the �u and �w peaks depicted in Figure 133. Obviously, the measured peak �u and �w values are not the same and 
aren’t collocated given the same event.  In nearly all events the distance between the locations of the peak �u and �w
was less than 2 km, and for 85% of the data within 900 m.  This aspect of convective turbulence should be 
considered when developing alerting criteria, and hazard displays for ATDS. 

Figure 134.  Probability distribution of the distance between locations of peak values of �u and �w for each 
event depicted in Figure 133. 
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4.3:��Airborne�and�Ground�Radar�Comparison�
Previous studies have examined the role of ground-based radar in identifying and quantifying the effect of CIT on 
aircraft (Doviak and Lee 1985).  In this section NASA’s ARIES radar data is compared with NEXRAD ground radar 
data and their merits in turbulence avoidance applications are discussed.  For this evaluation, available NEXRAD 
data around the time and location of the events was compared against the airborne radar data. 

Table 3 shows both radars’ characteristics.  Detailed information on the NEXRAD radar is given in Maddox et al. 
(2002).  Notations are made where pulse lengths may vary.  Pulse length refers to the time in which energy is 
transmitted from the antenna and when multiplied by the speed of light, represents the true length of the pulse in 
meters.  Long pulses determine target locations, while short pulse lengths determine target intensity and motion 
characteristics.  The hazard algorithms used for both flight campaigns were designed to make predictions from short 
pulse radar data. 

Table 3.  NEXRAD and airborne radar characteristics. 

Radar Nexrad WSR-88D ARIES Radar (Collins WXR-700) 

Radar Type S-Band X-Band 
Peak Power 750 kW 125 W
Beamwidth 1o 3.4o

Pulse Length Short Pulse: 1.67 �s (500 m)
Long Pulse: 4 �s (1200 m)

Short Pulse: 1 �s (300 m)
Long Pulse: 3 �s (900 m)

Range Resolution Short Pulse: 250 m x 1o

Long Pulse: 600 m x 1o
Short Pulse: 150 m x 3.4o

Long Pulse: 450 m x 3.4o

Doppler Range 230 km 40 km

Similar to the findings of Doviak and Lee (1985), the NEXRAD spectrum widths for data measured at ground sites, 
on occasion, exceeded 5 m/s in the vicinity of the significant events.  However, these events were typically 
associated with convection that had high levels of radar reflectivity and were located near the ground radar.  In most 
of the events, NEXRAD did not detect levels of spectrum width that are typically associated with severe turbulence.  
However, further analysis is required for a quantitative comparison with the scoring in Section 3.  Finally, 
NEXRAD data associated with events at the far edges of the radar volume were lost due to range folding, yielding 
no information about spectrum width. 

Data resolution is important for tactical turbulence avoidance, particularly if alerting is considered.  To illustrate this 
point, data from Event 232-10 are used (details of this event are in Section 2.8:  Flight 232, April 30, 2002).  In the 
vicinity of the ARIES encounter with turbulence, peak radar reflectivity levels from both the airborne radar (Figure 
84 and Figure 86) and NEXRAD (Figure 135A) compare well.  However, since the Huntsville, Alabama NEXRAD 
radar is about 170 km away, resolution is clearly much better in the data from the airborne radar.  At a 170 km range, 
the NEXRAD radar’s 1o beam width becomes quite broad in scale.  Horizontal resolution is such that each pixel 
represents approximately a 1 km wide portion of the atmosphere.  This is significantly lower in resolution than the 
airborne radar product. 

At the time and location of maximum turbulence loads, the NEXRAD scans of 3.3° (Figure 135A) and 2.4° (Figure 
135B) place the center of the radar beam at elevations of 29 and 38 kft (8.84 km and 11.58 km), respectively.  The 
ARIES flight encounter with turbulence occurred at an altitude of 35 kft (10.67 km), which is located between the 
center lines of the two scans.  As for temporal resolution, the airborne radar quickly scans the portion of atmosphere 
directly ahead of the aircraft and produces a turbulence product that is readily available for the aircrew.  Whereas for 
the NEXRAD product, the radar requires at least five minutes for each volume scan, and it may miss the location 
and amplitude of the turbulence event all together.  This problem with ground radar is clearly illustrated with Event 
232-10.  This event demonstrates the quick buildup of a convective tower, and thus the need for the rapid-scan 
ATDS.  The rapid development of the convective plume responsible for Event 232-10 can be seen in the vertical 
cross sections presented in Figure 136.  In the five minute period between two volume scans, the plume ascended 
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nearly 5 kft (1500 m) from below to above the aircraft altitude.  However, this data would have been too late for 
tactical avoidance since the first scan was completed five seconds prior to the encounter and the second scan was 
completed nearly five minutes after the turbulence encounter.   

The timeliness of the radar-based turbulence detection product available to aircrews is a major concern in real-time 
turbulence avoidance applications.  The advantage of the airborne product is its rapid availability to the aircrew.  
Automated conversion of the radar detected turbulence ‘burst’ to an aircraft specific load prediction, results in a 
flight deck decision support tool requiring no radar analysis and little if any interpretation on the part of the aircrew.  
As for the NEXRAD, the data must be transmitted or uplinked to the aircraft, requiring time that may be critical to 
the crew for cabin preparation. 

Lastly, an advantage that the NEXRAD radar appears to have over the airborne radar is its ability to cover a much 
larger volume of atmosphere.  However, Maddox et al. (2002) showed that the NEXRAD volumetric radar ‘dome’ 
had a significant reduction in aerial coverage at higher altitudes, therefore leaving a large portion of the United 
States with insufficient coverage. 

       

Figure 135. Huntsville, Alabama (KHTX) NEXRAD (A) 3.3° and (B) 2.4° PPI scans with ARIES flight path 
overlay.  See Figure 3 for legend to in situ RMS normal loads along path. 
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Figure 136.  Vertical cross sections of radar reflectivity at 19:13:52 UTC (left panel) and 19:18:50 UTC (right 
panel), before and after turbulence encounter.  Flight level is along the 35 kft line from left to right through 
the cross section. 

5.��Environmental�Characteristics�
In preparation for each flight, relatively simple forecast techniques were employed using the tools described in 
Section 2.  Preferred flight regions included areas forecasted to have deep convection interacting with the jet stream.  
These regions were typically chosen based on persistence and were narrowed to areas where MASS predicted 
negative values of lifted index (LI) and high values of the North Carolina State University (NCSU) turbulence index 
(Kaplan et al. 2000, 2006).  The LI characterizes the amount of instability in a given environment, but doesn’t 
necessarily predict the development of convection.  However, triggered convection is expected to be more intense 
with stronger updrafts in environments with decreasing values of LI.  Therefore, one can expect the intensity of 
turbulence to have a correlation with negative LI. 

The LI is calculated by computing the temperature of an air parcel lifted dry adiabatically from the surface to its 
level of free convection, then lifted moist adiabatically to a given level aloft, commonly the 500 mb pressure level. 
The LI is the temperature difference at that level between the ambient environment and the lifted parcel.  Negative 
values indicate potential instability, while increasingly positive values indicate greater stability.  Since some flights 
had numerous turbulence encounters within the same region of airspace, the peak turbulence event is determined for 
each active region and is plotted against the LI (Figure 137).  Analysis of this data indicated a weak correlation 
between peak ��n and LI, with stronger aircraft load accelerations associated with convection in environments with 
larger magnitudes of negative LI.  Similarly, peak vertical velocities, as derived from the ARIES in situ data, 
increased with decreasing LI (Figure 138). 
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Figure 137.  Plot of peak ��n versus forecast lifted indices for all turbulence event locations during the 2002 
flight experiments. 

Figure 138.  Same as Figure 137 but for vertical velocity versus lifted index (LI). 

6.��Summary�and�Conclusions�
Flight tests of NASA’s Turbulence Prediction And Warning System were conducted in the Fall of 2000 and Spring 
of 2002. Flight experiments were conducted to evaluate technologies that would allow the detection and alerting for 
hazardous turbulence in convective environments. During twelve flights, NASA’s B-757 tallied fifty three 
encounters with convectively induced turbulence.  These flights, avoided regions containing high levels of radar 
reflectivity (> 40 dBz) as is routine for commercial aircraft.  Turbulence was often experienced when flying within 
convection and associated precipitation, while smooth conditions were typically encountered when flying outside of 
these regions.  In general, the largest turbulence loads were encountered at the interfaces between updrafts and 
downdrafts.  Continuous loads on the aircraft were experienced while flying within updrafts and downdrafts. 

The ATDS research system performed to specified FAA standards by detecting 80% of the events at least 30 
seconds prior to the encounter during the ARIES flights.  In several cases the ATDS exceeded the FAA 
recommended performance standards by alerting to hazardous turbulence in environments with radar reflectivity 
levels below 15 dBz.  In all events, radar reflectivity levels were moderate or low (< 40 dBz), and at times, lower 
than the aircraft’s radar display threshold (< 20 dBz).  Furthermore, turbulence intensities were weakly correlated 
with radar reflectivity levels indicating that the level of reflectivity is not always a good measure of the turbulence 
threat associated with convection.  Strong turbulence events were encountered with as little as 0 dBz radar 
reflectivity.

In the context of developing requirements for an alerting protocol, the ATDS made predictions of aircraft turbulence 
loads from the along-beam component of air motion detected with airborne Doppler radar.  This was verified by 
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analyses showing that the peak standard deviations in the vertical wind were typically located within 2 km of the 
peak variance in the along-path wind measured by the in situ sensor. 

Comparisons between NEXRAD and airborne radar data show conclusively that the airborne tool is critical for 
tactical avoidance of (or preparation for) a turbulence encounter.  However, for aircraft not equipped with PWS, 
more analysis should be conducted to examine how uplinked NEXRAD products may provide benefit in avoiding 
hazardous CIT. 

In the context of turbulence forecasting to support strategic avoidance, the strongest events were associated with 
convection triggered in regions of high convective instability as indicated by forecasted lifted indices.  Therefore, 
this and other convective forecast indices should be considered as predictors of turbulence intensities associated with 
CIT.

The meteorological factors that caused the turbulence during the NASA flight campaign are common in the 
atmosphere, and similar condition could have contributed to previous turbulence accidents.  In several cases, severe 
turbulence PIREPS were issued from commercial aircraft in the vicinity of the NASA flights.  In some of the flights 
that encountered isolated convective cells, turbulence avoidance would not be an issue for commercial aircraft since 
alternate paths were easily identified.  However, the isolated storms served as a test bed for obtaining data to 
validate the ATDS prediction capability.  Similarities between the NASA flight experiments and reported turbulence 
accident accounts are as follows: 

1) Event duration was typically less than 30 seconds and coincided with time spent within the cloud. 

2) Consistent with many pilot reports, turbulence events occurred inside cloudy regions where radar reflectivity 
levels were often weak enough to be below the threshold on the aircraft’s radar display (< 20 dBz).  Intensity of 
the turbulence encounter was not correlated with the magnitude of radar reflectivity factor. 

3) The most severe events occurred within the sharp gradient between a strong updraft and a downwind downdraft. 

4) Rapidly rising cloud tops and intense convective updrafts were associated with most of the turbulence events. 

5) CIT may occur within environments that are unfavorable for CAT. 

As demonstrated in at least one of the NASA flights (Flight 232), unexpected encounters with turbulence can occur 
in IMC conditions (such as within areas of poor visibility due to anvil outflow and cloud blow-off) and where radar 
reflectivity is weak. However, alerts provided by an ATDS could potentially provide warnings that would reduce 
injuries and costs in those circumstances. 
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ABSTRACT

The intensity of the atmospheric turbulence can be characterized by many 
parameters (i.e., turbulence kinetic energy, turbulence eddy dissipation rate, 
velocity variance, turbulence integral length scale, etc).  However, 1) it is 
difficult to characterize atmospheric turbulence with the use of just one 
parameter and more importantly, 2) these parameters cannot be easily 
related to the influence that turbulence has on aircraft response.  

Two metrics for quantifying turbulence intensity in the context of aviation 
safety are at the forefront of current debate; the eddy dissipation rate (EDR) 
of the atmospheric turbulence and the root mean square (RMS) of the 
aircraft’s normal acceleration.  This presentation will describe each of the 
two metrics and discuss the merits and disadvantages of each.  A 
recommendation of the preferred metric will be given based on its intended 
function.
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Motivation

• To provide a recommendation for the 
best turbulence hazard metric given 
its intended function
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OUTLINE

• Definition of Turbulence
• Aircraft Response to Turbulence
• Hazard Metric

– RMS Normal Load
– Eddy Dissipation Rate
– Aircraft Centric or Atmospheric Centric

• Advantages and Disadvantages of Each 
Metric

• Summary and Recommendations
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Definition:  Atmospheric Turbulence

• According to Stull, airflow or wind, can be divided 
into three broad categories:
– Mean wind
– Waves
– Turbulence

• Turbulence in the atmosphere is often defined as 
the deviation of fluid velocity from some mean, 
where the mean is determined from either a fixed 
time or space interval 

• The intensity of the atmospheric turbulence can be 
characterized by many parameters (i.e., turbulence 
kinetic energy, velocity variance,  turbulence eddy 
dissipation rate, turbulence integral length scale, 
etc) 
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Aircraft Response To Turbulence

• Aircraft flying through such a perturbed 
flow field will respond depending upon the 
fluid scale of motion, aircraft type, altitude, 
air speed, and weight. 

• Different aircraft may respond dissimilarly 
to the same turbulence field.

• Aircraft only respond to a specific range of 
turbulence scales.  Small (�<40m) and very 
large scales of motion (�>4000m) impart 
negligible accelerations on the aircraft.
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Aircraft Response

Cumulative distribution of 
normalized aircraft loads 
as a function of wave 
number.  Aircraft 
calculation based on B-
757-200 frequency 
domain model.  Assumes 
von Karman turbulence 
spectrum with an outer 
scale of 300 m and �w=1
m/s. (provided by Roland 
Bowles)

630 m 63 m6.3 kmWavelength (�):
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Idealized Encounter with Turbulence

Aircraft response depends on:
aircraft weight, speed, altitude
and aircraft configuration

Turbulence patch with 
fixed intensity

Is it a Hazard???

Example:
B-747 heavily loaded
senses lt turbulence
B-757 lightly loaded
senses mod turbulence
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Hazard Metric

• Issues of Debate
– Aircraft Centric or
– Atmospheric Centric

• Metrics
– Root Mean Square (RMS) of Aircraft Normal 

Load 
– Eddy Dissipation Rate (EDR)

• Choice depends on if one wants to 
characterize the atmospheric turbulence 
conditions, or does one wish to characterize 
the turbulence effect on the aircraft?
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RMS Normal Load

• The root mean square of the aircraft’s 
normal acceleration represents the 
“turbulence” response of an aircraft to 
turbulent air motions
– statistically quantifies the sharp bumps 

and accelerations that passengers feel 
when flying in an aircraft

– simple to calculate from direct 
measurements available from the 
aircraft’s accelerometers 

– assumes a 5 second window
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The Eddy Dissipation Rate (EDR)

• EDR attempts to quantitatively describe the rate at which 
turbulence energy is transferred from large to small 
scales of turbulence where it is then damped by 
molecular viscosity and irreversibly converted into heat

• EDR is not directly measurable, but must be inferred
– more than one method for deriving EDR, each of 

which may provide very different values for an 
identical turbulence field

– in the calculation of EDR, assumptions are often 
invoked which include homogeneity, isotropy, and 
the existence of an inertial subrange of turbulence 
scales
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Aircraft Centric or Atmospheric 
Centric?
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Advantages of EDR

• EDR can be an acceptable parameter in 
quantifying the properties of turbulent fluid 
flow under certain validated assumptions

• EDR can provide an estimate for the intensity 
of atmospheric turbulence

• Aircraft reports of EDR can be used to initiate 
weather forecast turbulence products

• Knowing the EDR of the atmosphere could be 
useful in other applications unrelated to flight 
turbulence (i.e. weather forecasting, wake 
separation, and air pollution dispersion)
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Can aircraft response be determined 
from EDR?

Each of these three spectra have same EDR.  However, 
they have different turbulence outer length scales

Aircraft Response
Strong Weak
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Types of Flow
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Disadvantages of using EDR

• EDR cannot be directly calculated or measured and must be 
inferred. 

• There is no standard method for estimating EDR.
• How do you verify?
• Certain assumptions are required (isotropy, homogeneity, 

steady state turbulence) for the calculation of EDR to be 
theoretically valid.  Furthermore, knowledge of the 
turbulence outer scale is critical for estimating EDR. (i.e. data 
must resolve the inertial subrange).

• A large sample of data is required to calculate EDR.  Many 
have found ranges between 5 and 15 minutes is required for 
stable estimation.  In this amount of time, some aircraft may 
have traveled up to 120 nmiles.

• Input data sampling frequency may dramatically affect the 
value of calculated EDR.

• Averaging time/space can significantly affect the value of 
calculated EDR, i.e. a large sample of data is necessary for 
providing a stable output of EDR.
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Disadvantages of using EDR (continued)

• Even if a turbulence patch is correctly characterized 
with an appropriate value for EDR, aircraft will respond 
dissimilarly as they penetrate this patch.
– Therefore, a formulation is required to determine the 

relationship between EDR and aircraft turbulence 
response, i.e. light, moderate, or severe.  

– Although theory exists to convert an EDR estimate 
to a load estimate, there are several assumptions 
that are needed to be made; turbulence length scale, 
aircraft response function, limits of integration, and 
correction factors. Also required for conversion are 
parameters such as aircraft type, weight, altitude, 
and airspeed.  The accuracy of this conversion has 
not yet been established.
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Advantages of RMS Normal Load

• The normal load metric is a direct calculation from measured aircraft 
response.

• Simple to implement because it is calculated from direct 
measurement. 

• The normal load metric confidently quantifies the hazard imposed 
from the turbulence encounter upon the aircraft and its passengers. 

• Transfer functions exist that allow for conversion of normal loads from 
one aircraft to another.  For example, if two dissimilar aircraft 
encounter the same turbulence field, the normal load can be predicted 
for the following aircraft based on the normal load sensed by the 
preceding aircraft.  This conversion is determined from known aircraft 
characteristics.

• Aircraft manufacturers, operators, and maintenance personnel 
understand the consequences of normal loads upon aircraft.  Also, 
aircraft design limitation is usually expressed in terms of normal 
loads.

• The FAA has provided guidelines for reporting turbulence duration 
and intensity regarding the turbulence impact upon aircraft and 
passengers.  These guidelines are consistent with the intended 
function of the normal load metric.

• An operational system based on the normal load metric has been 
demonstrated during the TPAWS program.
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Disadvantages of RMS Normal Load

• Does not directly relate to conventional 
fluid metrics that characterize the intensity 
of the atmospheric turbulence (i.e., 
turbulence kinetic energy, turbulence eddy 
dissipation rate, turbulence integral length 
scale, etc)  
– However, this is usually not a concern to 

passenger and aircraft safety
• Not clear how this could be used to 

initialize NWS turbulence forecast products
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Summary and Recommendations

• Based on our study to determine the most 
appropriate turbulence metric for application 
to flight safety, the normal load metric is the 
most preferred  
– metric is aircraft centric
– relatively easy to deduce from standard 

flight systems
– this metric is understood by the aircraft 

operators
– operationally tested
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